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Abstract 
In this algorithm, we can choose different public key encryption algorithm, elliptic curve algorithm, different hash 
algorithm, such as MD5, SHA-1. Based on the public key management algorithm to Hash-chain mobile AD hoc 
network not only the solution to the problem of public key distribution management, also can be as a addible safety 
equipment connected in the current network terminal used in network environment is the need for security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the development and popularization of Internet, ways of communication have been largely
changed, but there are still some areas not covered with network, so there is still a long way to meet the 
demands of the people, using the network information transmission of any time and at any place. 
Wenchuan earthquake in China has made communication interrupt, so in many places many countrymen 
cannot rescued in time. Monet (mobile AD hoc networks) work situation, but probably is limited, because 
information open channel and no entities to provide special security service and the authentication. 
Network terminal always convenient mobile devices, that's not possible of other store a lot of public key 
to the terminal. Distribution and open decided it is impossible to use fixed public key managers and other 
trusted third party.  
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Public key algorithm 
Public key algorithm [4] has the same encryption algorithm and decryption algorithm, but has the 
different key in each algorithm. It’s impossible to compute the decryption key by the encryption key that 
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is large enough. So encryption key and the algorithm can be public and everyone can encrypt the plaintext, 
but only the person with decryption key can decrypt the ciphertext. 
Figure 1. Diagram of key transfer, encryption and decryption in public key algorithm 
In public key algorithms, each terminal can generate a pair of keys, each terminal can easily from other 
terminal, and then they can achieve public security communications. It has the advantage of low 
efficiency in encryption and decryption, because it has many complex mathematical operations. So the 
public key algorithm has been used in key exchange only, very few for encryption and decryption, a large 
number of data. 
2.2. Brief introduction about Montgomery algorithm[1][2] 
The core of RSA algorithm is modular exponentiation, we can use the formula that a*b % n = (a % 
n)*(b % n) % n to transform it to a series of modular multiplication. The main idea of Montgomery 
algorithm is to reduce division in modular multiplication as many as possible. When you want to compute 
AE%N, (A=Sum[i=0 to k](A*2i),  0<=A<=1),the algorithm first compute A*B*2-k%N,then assume 
R=2k%N, R'=2-k%N, E=Sum[i=0 to n](E*2i):
A'=A*R %N;  
X=A'   
(here, X=A*R %N)  
FOR i FROM n TO 0 
X=X*X*R' %N   
(At beginning, X=X*X*R' %N= A*R*A*R*R' %N= A2*R %N, after the circulation, X=AE*R %N)  
IF E=1 X=X*A'*R' %N 
X=X*1*R' %N   
(Finally, X = X*1*R' %N= AE*R*R' %N= AE%N)  
 That is the result AE%N. 
2.3.  Hash-chain 
A hash function H is a transformation that takes a variable-sized input M and returns a fixed-size string, 
which is called the hash value m (that is, m = H(M)).This transformation relation is many-to-one because 
the range of output value is much less than the range of input value. Different input may have the same 
result, so you can’t ensure the input value through the result. So hash function has broad application in 
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authentication and signature.  
Given any input value M that may have variable length, the result m=H(M) has a fixed length. The 
hash function’s characteristics are as follows: Computability: H(M) is relatively easy to compute for any 
given M. 
Unidirectivity: H(x) is a one-way function, and it’s impossible to get M through m;  
Anti-collision: There are two kind of anti-collision, one is weak anti-collision, that is, if you have 
known one input value M, it’s impossible to compute another input value M so as to H(M) = H(M’) = m.  
Mapped distributing uniformity and difference distributing uniformity: The numbers of 0 and 1 in hash 
value are approximately equal. When one bit of input M changes, more than half bits of the hash value 
must be changed, and this is so-called “avalanche effect”. At the same time, at least half bits of the input 
M change can lead to one bit of hash value changes. In fact, you must make the information of every input 
bit reflects to every output bit uniformly, meanwhile, every bit of output is determined by as many input 
bits’ effect as possible.  
Hash-chain Hn(M) is to do n times hash transformation to the initialized input M, making use of hash 
function’s unidirectivity character. Once getting Hr(M) (1 ≤ r ≤ n),you can easily compute Hr+1(M), 
Hr+2…(M), Hn(M) by hash function, but you can’t compute Hr-1(M), Hr-2(M) … M. Because of the 
unidirectivity, hash-chain has always been used as the renewable encryption, decryption and 
authentication. 
3. III. HASH-CHAIN BASED PUBLIC KEY MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM OF MOBILE AD 
HOC NETWORK(MANET) 
3.1. generation of public key certificate 
Before into MANET, terminals can get public key from organizations that generate trusted certificate, 
such as the manufacturers, trusted government and so on. The procedure is as follows: 
certificate generation mechanism MANET terminal 
1: (IDA,PKA,RP,ML,ST,H(),H
n(r),e) 
2 : CERTA=SIGNM(IDA,PKA,RP,ML,ST,H(),Hn(r),e) 
Figure 2. Generation of public key certificate in MANET terminal 
TABLE I.  TERMINAL A GENERATES A PAIR OF KEY AND OTHER PARAMETERS 
IDA Terminal A’s ID 
SKA Terminal A’s key 
PKA Terminal A’s public key 
RP The valid update cycle of public key certificate 
ML The maximal survival time of public key certificate 
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ST Start time of public key certificate 
H() Hash function 
Hn(r) Using hash function n times to r. 
e Time synchronization error between two terminals 
Among these parameters, ML represents the maximal survival time of public key certificate that 
terminal A has applied for from certificate generation mechanisms, and acertificate can’t make valid 
update when exceeds ML. Of course, before certificate’s ML, a terminal can cancel it. The ML of a 
terminal’ s public key certificate starts at a certain time point ST and divides into n times update cycle RP, 
that is n=ML/RP(You can force the length of ML to be integral multiple of RP).Then you will have n+1 
time points, that is : ST, ST+RP, … ,ST+i*RP,ST+(i+1)*RP, …. , ST+n*RP. 
To ensure the validity of public key certificate, a terminal must make a valid update between ST+ (i-
1)*RP and ST+i*RP in the i cycle.  
The terminal is allowed to choose different hash-chain H() to generate public key certificate in this 
algorithm. Meanwhile, the algorithm is based on terminal’s time synchronization, yet it’s impossible to 
get absolute synchronization, so little synchronization error is allowed. We assume e to be the time 
synchronization error of two terminals, which is decided by the precision of the terminal time 
synchronization algorithm, and the higher the precision is, the smaller the e is, and vice versa.  
Terminal A selects a random number r secretly, and generates a hash-chain using H(), that is, 
Hi(r)=H(Hi-1(r)),i= 1,2, …, n. The hash value Hn-i(r) is the ith update cycle of a public key certificate. 
Terminal A can make a valid update to the certificate by releasing Hn-i(r) in the ith update cycle. 
Figure 3. relation between hash value and update cycle in hash-chain 
The certificate generation mechanism signs certificate CERTA for terminal A, and then returns it to A. 
SIGNM() is a signature function of certificate generation mechanism M.  
Terminal A can request several certificates to improve the efficiency. This can avoid any terminal 
requests certificate from the certificate generation mechanism too frequently, and can make a terminal 
changes its public key certificate dynamically according to its requirements in MANET, for example, key 
leak and so on, and then improve network’s security.  
3.2. exchange of public key certificate 
Having public key certificate, terminals can make authentication, digital signature, build conversation 
key and do other operations. They should exchange their key certificate when they communicate for the 
first time, because they don’t know the key of each other. The algorithm can make sure they can get the 
key of each other. We assume two communication sides are A and B respectively, and A’s public key 
certificate is CERTA. The details are as follows: 
1) B and A make a time synchronization.(There are a lot of algorithms doing this, it’s not in the 
research range of this article )  
2) A sends B a message (IDM,CERTA,T,H
n-i(r),INIA).IDM is the degree authentication of A’s 
certificate generation mechanism M;T is the current time of A sending message, and it can be used to 
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ensure message’s timeslice sequence number i=(T-ST)/RP; Hn-i(r) is the current timeslice  i’s hash value; 
INIA=SIGNA(H(IDM,CERTA,T,H
n-i(r)));H() is hash function; SIGNA() is A’s signature function. B gets 
H(IDM,CERTA,T,Hn-i(r)) from ID
M,CERTA,T,Hn-i(r).  
3) B searches IDM in it’s CF file, and then gets M’s public key PKM.
4) B uses PKM to decrypt A’s certificate CERTA=SIGNM(IDA,PKA,RP,ML,ST,H(),H
n(r),e).Then B 
uses PKA from A’s certificate to decrypt INIA, and validates whether it equals to H(IDM,CERTA,T,Hn-i(r)) 
from 2). If it equals, the message has not been changed in the transmission process.  
5) B computes Hn(r) using RP,ML,ST,T and Hn-i(r).If the parameter Hn(r) equals to Hn(r) from CERTA,
it means CERTAis A’s certificate, and the survival time’s start time is ST. Otherwise, stop the digital 
signature process because CERTA isnot A’s certificate.  
6) A can also get B’s certificate as above if necessary. 
4. THE EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 
        
To improve RSA algorithm by using Montgomery thinking [1][2], we promote the computing rate for 
about 41.25% and also improve the stability. Running time comparison between primary algorithm and 
the improved algorithm is as follows (transverse axis is grouping number using different 1024 bits key, 
longitudinal axis is the time needed by once encryption.): 
Figure 4. Running time comparison between original algorithm and modified algorithm. 
The message which is sent by terminal A contains sending time T. T can be used to check the validity 
of the hash value. Meanwhile, as the mark of message, it can avoid dealing with the same message 
effectively, and can effectively avoid malicious terminal’s replay attack [5]. By using public key 
algorithm, system’s security is to a great extent depending on public key algorithm that you have chosen. 
You can choose different algorithms, even though one day it has been proved that RSA algorithm is not 
secure, you can still quickly find another reliable algorithm to replace it. A lot of assumptions say that 
RSA algorithm has been decrypted, but until recently, no obvious evidence proves that RSA is not secure. 
It is impossible to break hash function’s anti-collision by using recent technology, so it can avoid hash 
collision attack effectively. Even though the key is leaked, we can still ensure information’s security. We 
will explain this through common signature information as follows:  
Even though terminal B has got terminal A’s key SKA, it doesn’t know A’s hash chain. The message’s 
format is SigA=(msg,SIGNA(H(msg),H
n-i(r),T)), and Hn-i(r) is hash-chain’s hash value of that terminal. 
For terminal B has terminal A’s key, B can decrypt captured message SigA and get terminal A’s hash 
value Hn-i(r) in this cycle, then B can disguise to terminal A to transmit message. But due to terminal B 
can’t get terminal A’s hash value after this cycle from Hn-i(r), after this cycle, if terminal A doesn’t 
communicate with terminal B or communicate with other terminals through B, B will not be able to 
disguise to terminal A to have communication because B can’t get the new hash value. So to B it’s no use 
to have A’s key. All above shows that even terminal’s key has been leaked, because of its particular 
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security. This algorithm can reduce the losses. 
As the discussions above, thanks to the combination of advantages of both public key algorithm and 
hash-chain, this algorithm can resist malicious terminal’s replay attack effectively, and can ensure 
security of message transmission. 
5. CONCLUSION 
According to appear in the public key certificate security problems, combined with recent PKIM [3], 
we describe hash algorithm based on public key management chain mobile network. This algorithm make 
full use of the temporary, protect terminal in public key use efficiency high hash-survival chains of time. 
Because public key algorithm combining both advantages of [4] and hash-chain, it has higher security and 
usability. Hash-chain will ensure the use time of synchronous communication security nearly even when 
you leak Hash-chain or initial key. 
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